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About This Game

"Ziegwen" a godly sword on a chain which, once you release it, flies through the air like a flash of light to destroy evil.
Master control of "Ziegwen" to fight monsters in this new style of VR action game!

Features

First prize winner at GFF Awards 2018.

When you throw "Ziegwen" it will fly through the air to pierce monsters before returning to your hand.

"Ziegwen" follows a path which changes depending on your arm movements.

If you control its path well, you can take out multiple monsters in a row.

If it sticks in a monster or rock, you can grab and swing it to finish them off.

Master control of "Ziegwen" for a new VR experience unlike anything you've seen before.

Teleport to predetermined points in each level and fight monsters.

There are three levels, and you clear each level by defeating the boss at the end.
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This game is really really really good and exactly the kind of game i looked for ...

but theres 2 big problems..

1. Theres alot of buggs

2. theres very few that play the game

I hope we get some more players in the game soon

and thanks for an awesome game. The place is huge and you dont even get a map only some sort of radar, they just let you
wander around, all places look the same, there's no feeling of accomplishment since is just rinse and repeat; Basically just
running around destroying objectives. Also, it takes maybe like 15sec to reload weapons. Music is desolating, the whole game is
desolating, i stopped at hive 26\/50.. A very enjoyable Resource Allocation game. I like it very much.

You mine resources, update mining equipment and factories until you can build computers. Computers are used to produce
Factory Coins (bitcoins) in Computer Stations. You can also buy Factory Coins by selling the resources or equipment you
produce. You compete against other players on the in-game and Steam Leaderboards as to how many Factory Coins (bitcoins)
you can produce. Steam Achievements are available.

You can develop a minimal or complex Conveyor Belt\/Assembly Line system \u2013 your choice. No puzzles other than
working out what machine\/factory does what.

The Developer is very committed to this game with frequent updates. Game runs smoothly with very little modification needed.
Good if you could move the position of the Info windows on screen.

At the moment there is only one objective (other than the Steam Achievements) \u2013 producing as many Factory Coins
(bitcoins) as you can. There is no End Game. For longevity and to maintain interest in the game there needs to be more
objectives to strive for.

My suggestion is:

Allow the development of varied Consumer Products that can be used to satisfy the finite needs of towns or countries \u2013
similar to the \u201cLogistical\u201d game perhaps. Starting with small towns\/countries, with requirements increasing as larger
towns need greater quantities and more products to satisfy their needs. This system could be implemented gradually overtime
via updates. Could have an extra Leaderboard.

Just a thought. I am sure the Developer has their own ideas about the future development of the game.
Overall, so far, so good.. Raven Shieldの続編だと思ってプレイすると期待はずれだけど、Takedownよりはずっと面白いよ！
Ubiがサポートを打ち切ったのでマルチプレイにはVPNが必須です。. If Red Death is someone's first-ish full game project, then I applaud the
effort. It feels polished and clean. The reason for the downvote is that there is nothing new here - this is 100% a clone, and a
generic one at that. I like the artwork, but that's about it. In this genre, you always need a shtick; some new mechanic that
makes the whole thing interesting. This would have been a solid arcade game decades ago, but not today.

I have no issue with the price or overall quality, I just think we all have limited time to play games and can do better.. The
most engaging story I've encountered in an indie game in a really long time, and that despite me not having played Chains of
Satinav first (which I think would have made me more invested in Geron's story). Sadja is a fascinating character, her
traveling companion is complicated in the best way, and the exploration of the importance of storytelling just pleases me to
no end. Recommended to anyone who likes epic fantasy with compelling female leads.

If you're achievement hunting (or just get frustrated easily by point-and-click puzzles), you'll want to use a guide; there are a
number of spots where you can get one of two different achievements depending on your approach to a situation, and there
are a few others that are easily missable. If you know what to expect and save/reload in all the right places you can get 100%
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in one playthrough.. It's a nice game overall. The only downside is that with the current limited resolution on the VR
headsets, aiming is pretty hard for distant targets. I'm really stuck in the construction site level.. dont believe the people who
gave this a positive review,they are probably friends of the dev and 90% of them received this for free,and most of them
didn't even play this or try to beat this for 30 minutes
graphics:good
concept:good
game mechanics:meh
camera:idiotic
level design:f ucking bull\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 driving:even more
bull\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 physics:\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665nightmare

seriously it's \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing impossible to beat this and it's good,good kind of challenge but the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t design makes it impossible and the bad driving mechanics and stupid
game physics make it even worse,I didn't even beat so called tutorial level after 1 hour of game time,just
stupid,idiotic,unpolished you won't see even 30% of content what this game offers you because you'll be stuck in tutorial
level,don't buy it
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I bought this purely for nostalgia, but it's nothing like the great games of my childhood (rayman 2 & 3) It's just a lot of
challenges with everyones favorite character. The challenges start really easy but get eventually pretty hard, for a big part
because the controlls aren't really bug free. Although I don't regret buying this game, it isn't really a game I can seriously
recommend.. W10 Silo data could not be created in the 'My Documents' directory; please check write permissions or reinstall 
Silo.why???. There's a real charm to this game! Strong recommend for VR adventurers!. This game is meant to played angry in
order to really play this game. If your not angry, you miss out on truly feeling the sick and amazingly crafted beats! This game is
a blessing and I cannot wait to see a third game for this series.

Oh and the visuals are so well done and just simple that reminds me games like Pac-Man but take back everything I just said
about classic graphics. Cause when you actually get to blast things with your raygun, it turns into something amazing! I won't
spoil it, you just need to play this game!. I would enjoy this game except for the fact that it says a lot of words are "not in the
dictionary" that ARE in the dictionary.. When I bought this game I thought I would be getting a cheap buggy game that would
maybe be mildly amusing. I was wrong. This game is quite well put together. It is coded well, The graphics and controls are a lot
better than I was expecting.

Thief Simulator is worth the 15 bucks in my opinion. I played it the whole way through in about 40 hours.

It has New Game Plus as well.
The sounds are good, there is even a bit of a soundtrack. If you don't keep your act together the police will show up and chase
you down and try to taze you.

There was only really one thing that took me a while to figure out. The game is made by the same people who made mechanic
simulator so you can steal cars as well and you can strip them and sell the parts on the black market but here were parts I
couldn't seem to take off the vehicles at first. I thought my options were to work on the engine, or work on the wheels to remove
parts but there is a third option which isn't as obvious at first glance. You can also work on the suspension. These are 3 different
sections that you tinker with separately.

Over all the game was quite good. Much better than I was expecting.

Ranking: 10\/10
Fun little game.. This is actually in reality a good pack. The only disadvantage is the passenger view. The sounds are good, and
the model has good detail. Other than the passenger view, this is a execellent addition to your german fleet!
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